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Four (4) Primary Functions of the           
Teller County Assessor’s Office   

1. Discover - To locate and identify property.

2. List - The record keeping of all county 
property.

3. Classify - To categorize according to class 
and sub-class.

4. Value – To estimate the “actual value” and 
apply the appropriate  assessment rate to 
determine the “assessed value”.



Each of the 64 Colorado 
assessment offices are 
tasked with four primary 
functions:

 Discover
 List
 Classify
 Value
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The discovery process is generally associated with physical property 
inspections in which the primary goal is to update, verify, and 

confirm property characteristic data.

 Discover
 List
 Classify
 Value

Assessor’s four 
primary functions
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Historically, assessment offices 
kept track of each property and 
property specific data on paper 
files.  Now, assessment offices 
utilize computer software and 
digital property record cards to 
manage property information.  

 Discover
 List
 Classify
 Value

Assessor’s four 
primary functions:

Current Digital Property 
Record Card
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Property classifications are determined 
by the use and how the property 
existed on the assessment date;
January 1, of the current year 

Vacant? Percent 
Complete?

Residential?

 Discover
 List
 Classify
 Value

Assessor’s four 
primary functions:
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Commercial?



Property valuations are 
determined by using appraisal 
data from the 48-month period 
ending on the appraisal date:                  

June 30, 2020

 Discover
 List
 Classify
 Value

Assessor’s four 
primary functions:
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Nationwide, assessment jurisdictions 
are tasked with valuing and 

revaluing massive quantities of 
properties in short time periods.

Innovations regarding the valuation 
process have advanced as 
communities grew and as 

government budgets were cut. 

The Uniform Standards of Professional 
Appraisal Practice (USPAP) identifies mass 

appraisal as “the process of valuing a 
universe of properties as of a given date, using 

standard methodology, employing common 
data, and allowing for statistical testing”
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Direction and guidance for Colorado Assessment 
Offices 

Colorado Law (Colorado Constitution, Colorado Revised Statue [C.R.S.], Case Law)

Division of Property Taxation (DPT)

Assessor’s Reference Library (ARL)

International Association of Assessing Officers (IAAO)

Appraisal Institute (AI)

Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP)
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Colorado law directs all 64 Colorado counties to reappraise 
every odd-numbered year. (2017, 2019, 2021, 2023, etc.)
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2021 Reassessment 

Why Reassess?  
• Colorado Statute directs Colorado County Assessors 

to conduct revaluations in every odd numbered year. 

§ 39-1-104(10.2)

• Colorado law directs all 64 County Assessors to 
analyze sales data and adjust all qualified sales to the 
market conditions that existed on what is commonly 
referred to as the “Appraisal Date.”  The appraisal 
date for this reassessment is June 30, 2020. 

§ 39-1-104(10.2)(a)



Major Influences on the 2021 Reassessment 
1. The record breaking continues in the Colorado Front 

Range residential real estate market.

2. Covid-19 Impact on Colorado Real Estate markets.



Front Range Real Estate Current 
Events(Demand) 



Front Range Real Estate Current Events 



Front Range Real Estate Current Events 



Pike Peak Area Real Estate Current Events 



Pike Peak Area Real Estate Current Events 



Teller County Real Estate Current Events 

Median Sales Price June 2016:$262,000
Median Sales Price June 2018:$325,000
Median Sales Price June 2020:$365,000
Percentage Change 2016-2018: +24%
Percentage Change 2018-2020: +12%



Commercial Real Estate Current Events 



Pikes Peak Area Real Estate Current Events 



Teller County Commercial Real Estate 
Current Events 

• The Covid-19 pandemic created some substantial market and 
economic occurrences with direct impacts to commercial real 
estate in Teller County.

• Commercial real estate unlike residential experienced 
downturns in some-but not all sectors.

• Commercial properties experienced loss and reductions in 
rental income.

• Expenses increased as commercial properties adapted to health 
orders and social distancing requirements.



Teller County Commercial Real Estate 
Current Events 

• Hospitality properties such as hotels, motels, lodging were 
among the properties most impacted by the Covid pandemic.

• Most commercial properties experienced some impact, however 
the impact varied based on the type and location of  the 
property.



2021 Reassessment 

The nature of appraisal
• According to the Appraisal Institute’s, “The Appraisal of Real 

Estate 14th. Edition”  An appraisal is “the act or process of 
developing an opinion of value of an asset.”

• The International Association of Assessing Officers (IAAO) in 
it’s publication “Mass Appraisal of Real Property”, further 
states that Appraisal, the act of estimating the value of a 
property has it’s roots in economic theory.  Modern appraisal 
theory views market value or (probable sales price) as 
determined by the forces of supply and demand.

• IAAO further states that prices determined in actual market 
transactions can provide sound evidence of the market value of 
similar property.



2021 Reassessment 
Colorado law revisited, “Why Adjust for Time?”   

• Colorado Statute directs all 64 County Assessors to 
analyze sales data and “Adjust all qualified sales to the 
market conditions that existed on what is commonly 
referred to as the appraisal date.”  The appraisal date 
for this reassessment is June 30, 2020. 

§ 39-1-104(10.2)(a)

• Colorado law is  further interpreted by a 2011 Colorado 
Court of Appeals case Kidder v. Chaffee County in 
which the court ruled that “Adjustment for time under 
subsections (10.2)(a) and (10.2)(d) is not discretionary , 
but mandatory.”



2021 Reassessment Market Conditions Change 

Sales Price per GLA July  2018:$222
Sales Price per  GLA June 2020:$250
Percentage Change: +12.61%



• Both Single property and mass appraisers need 
to study and understand market forces affecting 
real estate markets.

• These forces can operate on a global, regional, 
local and neighborhood level.

• Market forces affect both the demand for and 
supply of real estate.

Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal  



• Mass appraisal models are built utilizing 
currently accepted appraisal modeling 
techniques and calibrated using multiple 
regression analysis.

Fundamentals of Mass Appraisal  



• Valuations rely on property characteristic data 
collected by Assessor staff field appraisers.

• Timely data collection and accuracy is a vital 
point of emphasis in the Assessor’s office work 
process and protocols.
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Quality - How accurately does the property’s recorded 
information reflect the current status of the property?

Quantity –is the data sufficient enough to reflect local real 
estate market influences? 

Why is accurate and consistent data so 
important?



• Why do all available property characteristics have to be 
analyzed?  

• A valuation model using only size or square foot as the 
primary variable will predict sales prices, however, it will 
treat all homes with the same size equally.

1,000 square feet - $325,000   1,000 square feet - $325,000
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- Some property characteristics typically used in valuation models
• Square foot of living area 

• Basement Area

• Upper Floor Area

• Quality grade 

• Land (Acres or SQFT)

• Design type

• Effective year built

• Bathrooms

• Garages and Carports

• Condition

• Location adjustments

• Roof Type
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What does this all mean?
PRELIMINARY NUMBERS

• Using Residential properties as an example the median 
change experienced in estimated market value will be 
13.55%.

• The overall dollar amount change on the same properties 
will be 13.97%.
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PRELIMINARY NUMBERS  Divide area 

Highland Lakes Subdivision 90 qualified sales

2019 to 2021 median value change: 12.27%

06/30/2018 median time adjusted sale price: $335,000

06/30/2020 median time adjusted sale price: $373,975

Market median sale change of: 13.21%
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PRELIMINARY NUMBERS  Woodland Park

Sunnywood Manor subdivision  60 qualified sales

2019 to 2021 median value change:   11.06%

06/30/2018 median time adjusted sale price: $379,964

06/30/2020 median time adjusted sale price: $413,735

Market median sale change of: 10.74%
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PRELIMINARY NUMBERS  Cripple Creek

Freeman Placer  20 qualified sales

2019 to 2021 median value change:  23.15%

06/30/2018 median time adjusted sale price: $147,775

06/30/2020 median time adjusted sale price: $179,000

Market median sale change of: 27.01%
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PRELIMINARY NUMBERS  Victor

Victor  34 qualified sales

2019 to 2021 median value change:  28.47%

06/30/2018 median time adjusted sale price: $136,200

06/30/2020 median time adjusted sale price: $151,500

Market median sale change of: 23.09%
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PRELIMINARY NUMBERS  Florissant area

Colorado Mountain Estates 129 qualified sales

2019 to 2021 median value change: 15.62%

06/30/2018 median time adjusted sale price: $266,894

06/30/2020 median time adjusted sale price: $307,500

Market median sale change of: 14.87%
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PRELIMINARY NUMBERS

• What does this mean to residential taxpayers?

• The June 30, 2020 median Time adjusted sale price for 
Teller County is $355,100, and varies by area of the 
county.

• In Woodland Park it is $399,244.

• In Cripple Creek it is $165,200.

• In Victor it is $151,500.

• In rural unincorporated areas of the county it is 
$327,624.
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PRELIMINARY NUMBERS COMMERCIAL

• What does this mean to commercial taxpayers?

• The Covid pandemic negatively impacted most 
commercial properties.

• Commercial properties value changes will range from 
single small single digit increases to double digit declines.

• There will be commercial property increases due to new 
construction or remodels.
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Along with the 
reappraisal, Colorado 

law directs all 64 
Colorado counties to 

provide property 
owners with a new 
Notice of Valuation 

(NOV). 

NOVs will be mailed by May 3rd. to all 
Teller County Property Owners.

All property owners will 
receive postcard notices and 

appeal form; long form NOV’s 
will be available online

Teller County  2021 Reassessment-

Notice of Value



Property owners can contact 
our office and appeal the 

classification or total 
valuation of property in 
several ways; online, in 

person, or by mail.

Appeals must be either 
postmarked or received by 
the Assessor no later than 

June 1st

assessor@co.teller.co.us

Colt Simmons, Assessor
101 West Bennett Ave. Cripple 

Creek, Colorado 80813

PO BOX 1008, Cripple Creek CO 
80813

(719) 689-2941
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Did you know…..

Qualifying Senior Citizens and Disabled Veterans can receive 
a property tax exemption to receive a discount of up to 50% 

of the first $200,000 of actual value of the qualified 
applicant's primary residence.

Qualifying Seniors must be:
1) At least 65 years old on January 1st
2) Applicant has owned and occupied the property as their primary 

residence for at least 10 consecutive years prior to January 1st

Qualifying Disabled Veterans must be rated and verified by the U.S. 
Department of Veterans Affairs 100% disabled.
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VALUATION INFORMATION: 
• All 64 Colorado counties must reappraise every odd-numbered year. (2021, 2019, 2017 etc.)
• Property is classified as it existed on the assessment date, January 1 of the current year. 
• The appraisal data used to establish value is from the 48-month period ending on the appraisal date: June 

30, 2020.

NOTICES OF VALUATION (NOVs)
• Will be mailed by May 3rd to all Teller County Property Owners.
• *NEW* All property owners will receive postcard notices and appeal form; traditional long forms will be 

available online.

APPEAL RIGHTS:
• Property owners can appeal the classification or total valuation of property online, in person, or by mail.
• Appeals must be either postmarked or received by the Assessor no later than June 1st

ASSESSMENT RATES:
• The assessment rate for residential property is 7.15%.
• Generally, all other property, including vacant land, is assessed at 29%.

*The tax notice you receive January 2022 will be based on the current year actual value and classification.*
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Questions?

Reassessment 2021
Colt Simmons

Assessor



Teller County 2021 Reassessment

Colt Simmons
Assessor

Michael Akana

Deputy Appraiser

Questions?

719-689-2941 (O)

www.co.teller.co.us/assessor
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